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Mending those under the overpass
SIUE Homeless Program delivers clothes, food to homeless
by Aren Dow
Alestle Managing Editor
With the Mississippi River in sight, 
freshman Raynikka Adams, among fellow 
students, handed out socks, soap and coats 
to those who spent the frigid night under 
an evacuated building in East Saint Louis 
Saturday morning.
Adams, an early education major from 
Rock Island, along with eight other 
students, was delivering items to the 
homeless in East Saint Louis as part o f the 
SIUE Homeless Program. It was Adams’ 
first trip with the group and she said the 
demeanor of those receiving their help 
surprised her.
“This first experience with those 
people, it was amazing. They’re so happy. 
They’re so loving,” Adams said. “I just feel 
for them.”
However, as is the reality o f living on 
the street, good news is hard to come by.
“I have some bad news. A1 had a heart 
attack and died, and Jojo was caught in a 
fire and is in the hospital.”
That was the first thing Adams heard 
as she pulled in that morning to go on her 
first ride with the program. Suzanne 
Kutterer-Siburt was the one who delivered 
the news about the two homeless people 
they usually visited while in the heart of 
East Saint Louis.
Kutterer-Siburt, assistant director of
the Leadership Development Program, has 
coordinated the program in the past, but it 
had not been active at SIUE for about five 
years, according to Kutterer-Siburt.
It was last October when Michelle 
Sutorius, a sophomore elementary 
education major from St. Charles, Mo., 
and Jairris Vermeire, a sophomore business 
administration major from Lincoln, went 
out to East St. Louis for the first time with 
Kutterer-Siburt’s help.
Never volunteering in this capacity 
before, Sutorius said she was apprehensive 
when going on her first trip. She said she 
quickly found out how different the trip 
was than what she expected.
“ [I was] a litde nervous at first because
I didn’t now how they would be with us, 
but they’re so appreciative, and they’re so 
humble toward you,” Sutorius said. “And 
they’ll look out for you and say, ‘Don’t go 
over there, that’s a bad place.’”
Since then, the SIUE Homeless 
Program has been reinvigorated and 
Vermeire said they have gone once a month 
to deliver clothes and food, as was the case 
last Saturday.
Rolling two carts of overflowing bags 
from the Morris University Center down 
Parking Lot B, they stuffed bags marked 
“socks,” “shoes” and “sweatshirts” into two 
minivans.
HOMELESS/pg.3
Chinese New Year celebrated in Foreign Language Month SIUE professors break down 
primaries, student voter apathy
Sean Roberts/Alestle
Geography professor Bin Zhou participates in the chopstick competition. See more on page 6.
by Kory Peal
Alestle Reporter
Tuesday night’s forum tided 
“Analyzing the Illinois Primary 
Election” featured professors from 
SIUE and a community organizer 
who addressed issues relevant to 
the survival of the state of Illinois. 
With topics ranging from the 
economy to college tuition, the 
panel all agreed that students 
especially should get involved and 
know the issues affecting them 
each day.
Political science professor 
Lynn Maurer said one of the 
themes behind the low voter 
turnout is the legacy of past 
Illinois politicians and the state 
deficit of nearly $12 billion.
Examples like former Illinois 
Governors Rod Blagojevich and
George Ryan have created a surge 
o f apathy and cynicism among 
young voters, according to 
Maurer.
“There are no real leadership 
qualities, no dynamic candidates,” 
Maurer said.
Another theme of the forum 
was how the budget will affect 
schools and universities across the 
state. According to sociology 
professor David Kauzlarich, 
tuition is being raised because of 
the economy. Tuition helps run 
one-fourth of SIUE while the rest 
is funded through the 
government. And with the state 
unable to give appropriations, it’s 
getting increasingly difficult to 
fund not only the university, but 
also the salaries of those 
employed, according to
PRIMARY/pg.5
Larva found in Success Center wall
by Greg Maddox
Alestle Reporter
The Student Success Center 
was recently forced to deal with a 
small infestation. Many bug larvae 
were found around the building’s 
center wall.
The two-story wall in the 
Student Success Center that 
provides entrance into Health 
Services, Academic Advising and 
Kaldi’s Cafe is a “green” wall. 
According to Associate Vice 
Chancellor of Student Affairs 
Lora Miles, the wall is made of 
composite boards that are created 
from the husks of sunflower seeds 
that are processed in factories.
The wall is one of many new
environmentally conscious
additions to the SIUE campus. It 
has also become a popular 
attraction to those potential 
students who come to visit the 
school.
However, the wall has 
recently had a different species of 
visitor: small bugs that appear to 
be a type of moth larvae. It is 
unknown what specific type of 
bug they are, though it is assumed 
by Cheryl Heepke, Office 
Support specialist at the Academic 
Advising Office, and Paula 
Manny, supervisor of 
Departmental Information at the 
Academic Advising Office, that 
they are a type o f moth. The 
larvae are only about a half-inch
long and virtually unnoticeable.
The bugs were unheard of in 
the neighboring Career 
Development Center and the 
Health Services offices, and few 
smdents knew of the occurrence, 
including freshman speech 
pathology major Cassi Sams of 
East Peoria.
“I spend time studying in the ■ 
SSC, and I hadn’t heard about 
that,” Sams said.
The bug larvae did not go 
unnoticed by everyone. Bonnie 
Farrington, an Office Support 
associate at the Kimmel 




In the Student Success Center, traps await bugs living around 
the wall made of recycled material such as sunflowers.
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Stressing that students don’t stress
by Kari Williams
Alestle Reporter
Today’s college students 
suffer more from depression and 
stress than during the Great 
Depression, according to a recent 
study.
Six percent of college and 
high school students, according 
to the study, could be categorized 
as having depression, compared 
to one percent in the 1920s.
The findings, conducted by 
San Diego State University 
professor of psychology Jean 
Twenge, are based off of the 
Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory, which 
Department of Psychology Chair 
Paul Rose said is a “very well 
researched test.”
“Mostly [the inventory test] 
just asks about people’s feelings. 
It’s a self-report measure, so you 
depend on people to provide 
accurate reports of their feelings,” 
Rose said, “but lots of research 
tells us that people have no 
problem doing that.”
According to Twenge’s 
research, 31 percent o f the 
students surveyed experience 
hypomania. Rose said
hypomania is a very excited state 
of being that can be problematic.
“It seems like being excited 
and very energetic would not be
such a bad thing, but if you 
haven’t slept for three days and 
you can’t keep your mind focused 
on what you need to focus on, 
that highly excited state is not an 
adaptive thing,” Rose said.
Counseling Services
counselor Jessica Ulrich said she 
believes that today’s lifestyle has 
affected students.
“We’re just so much more 
involved in things than what we 
were during the Great 
Depression years,” Ulrich said.
.  Studies show a small 
percentage of students 
consistently experience
depression, according to Rose.
“Depression is the most 
common mental illness in this 
country, and for some people it’s 
not so debilitating that it would 
prevent them from going to 
college, so we see this over and 
over again in our student 
samples here at SIUE as well,” 
Rose said.
Freshman undeclared major 
Tiffany Ramirez from 
Bloomington said the current 
state of the economy causes some 
concern, and she is worried for 
her future.
“For me as a student, it’s 
kind of hard because the 
economy is going up and down 
and affecting how I’m going to 
pay for my college,” Ramirez 
said.
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Ulrich said that at least 
three-fourths of students who 
seek out counseling on campus 










-Paul R o se ,
Psychology Department 
chair
from work or other 
responsibilities.
“A lot of the traditional-aged 
college students are dealing with 
moving away from home for the 
first time, trying to balance the 
freedom yet the responsibility
that goes hand in hand with 
being a college student,” Ulrich 
said.
Sophomore psychology 
major Crystal Harris from 
- Jerseyville said she has moderate 
to high levels of stress on a daily 
basis because o f the desire to 
maintain a high CPA, volunteer 
and participate in extracurricular 
activities.
“I deal with stress by taking 
an initiative to manage my time 
and set priorities. I also work 
out,” Harris said.
According to Ramirez, her 
classes last semester did not stress 
her out as much because they 
were similar to courses she took 
in high school.
“I got a 4.0 last semester, 
and I’m trying to keep it up,” 
Ramirez said.
Working out helps Ramirez 
manage stress because she said 
she played sports in high school 
and that provided an escape of 
sorts.
“Whenever I was on the 
court, it was almost like I was so 
focused on that, that anything 
else didn’t matter,” Ramirez 
said.
Strong social networking 
and good time management can 
help students deal with stress and 
depression, according to Rose.
“Friends, good quality 
friends, are a strong protector
against depression,” Rose said. 
“Another thing that students in 
particular need to be aware of is 
time management because we get 
overwhelmed when we don’t 
manage our time well, and that 
stress can spiral into depression 
sometimes.”
According to Ramirez, her 
schedule this year has not been 
too hectic, but she feels that 
could change.
“I haven’t gotten to the 
point where I’ve broken down 
yet... I’m nervous that I’m going 
to get so stressed out that it’s 
going to crash down on me,” 
Ramirez said.
At Counseling Services, 
Ulrich said that therapy and 
psychotropic medications—anti­
anxiety and anti-depressants—are 
two solutions offered. One must 
be engaged in counseling in 
order to receive medication, and 
Ulrich said they do not “just 
throw medications at [students].”
Rose said that depression is 
curable and that a combination of 
medicine and psychotherapy 
provide the best outcome.
“Depression makes you feel 
hopeless, and you shouldn’t feel 
hopeless because there are ways 
to treat it,” Rose said.
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HOMELESS from p g .l
On the way to the first stop, 
just before 10 a.m., students 
loaded sandwiches, pretzels, 
brownies and even hard-boiled 
eggs in lunches made for those 
they would see that morning.
“You wouldn’t think of a 
hard-boiled egg, but they love 
them,” Vermeire said.
After entering the boundaries 
of East Saint Louis, Adams was 
overwhelmed by the destruction 
to the area buildings.
“Oh my God, why is 
everything burned down?” Adams 
said.
Making their way to a shelter 
for women and children, the 
students brought in food, clothes 
and stuffed animals for the 
residents. After a quick talk with 
workers at the house, they piled 
back into the vans in search for 
those in need on the streets.
Driving along familiar routes 
and seeing no one, the vans pulled 
into a back road by an abandoned 
building lined with old tires and 
trash. Kutterer-Siburt said they 
had a couple of people walk 
halfway toward spots to not 
overwhelm or scare the people.
Returning with a few 
homeless men and women, 
Adams said she wasn’t sure how 
outgoing they would be with the 
students.
“When you think about the 
situation they are in, you would 
think they would be real anti­
social, keep to themselves,” Adams 
said. “I figured they would be like, 
‘I don’t know if I want to talk to 
you,’ but it was ‘Oh yeah, you got 
food? Yeah, I’ll take some food.’”
Sophomore business
administration major Meg Otto 
busied herself by finding a pair of 
shoes to replace the wet, 
deteriorated pair on one man’s 
feet. Otto said seeing the 
belongings o f those they helped 
put her life into a new perspective.
“It makes me feel really good 
about the things that I have. I 
appreciate them more,” Otto said. 
“It keeps me in check.”
The two vans had more than 
enough to accommodate the 
needs of the five homeless men 
and women, but Vermeire said 
that hasn’t always been the case.
“The big thing for me was 
when we were out [in October], 
we were handing out different 
clothes, and we ran out so fast,” 
Vermeire said. “So many people 
kept asking. So we decided 
anything we could do to help give 
more material would be 
something.”
As both parties went back to 
their daily routine, one o f the 
volunteers said, “Have a nice day,” 
to which one homeless man 
smiled and replied, “It’s a better 
day already.”
Piling back into the vans, the 
crew drove behind buildings, 
underneath overpasses and other 
areas where they usually found 
homeless. Hearing how the 
homeless set up camp tucked near 
the top of the highway overpasses 
made an impression on the 
students.
“I’m never going to drive 
under an overpass and not look 
up,” Adams said. “It’ll just be a 
reaction.”
Aren Dow/ Alestle
Michelle Sutorius packs bags full of clothing, shoes and socks into one of the minivans taken into 
East Saint Louis Saturday. Sutorius has been part of the SIUE Homeless Program since October.
Despite driving around for 
another hour or so, no one else 
familiar was seen. Students 
speculated whether it was the 
recent sleet or other reasons no 
one else was found, and their 
absence sparked worry.
“You wonder where they are, 
because thaPs where they normally 
are. It’s disheartening when you 
don’t see them,” Vermeire said.
The vans dropped the rest of 
the clothing off at the Paulyn 
House, a center where homeless 
can take a shower, rest and grab
some food during the week.
The bags students unloaded 
from the vans added to the stacks 
of clothing and materials already 
stacked to the garage ceiling.
Driving back to SIUE, 
Adams said she already plans to 
return to East Saint Louis.
“I want to get to know them 
personally. I want to learn their 
names and get to the point where 
they say, ‘Hey Rayni!”’
While gently used clothing is 
always appreciated, Sutorius said 
small items such as grocery bags,
condiment packets and hygiene 
products can be just as helpful. 
Donations and can be made at the 
Kimmel Leadership Center.
Vermeire said the barrier 
between the homeless and those 
fortunate to have roofs over their 
heads at night is not as large o f a 
gap as they might think.
“The people in East Saint 
Louis, they’re just like you and I,” 
Vermeire said. “They’ve just had 
bad breaks in their life.”
Aren Dow can be reached at 
adow@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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Y ’all, It’s com ing.....
Lent and Ash Wednesday!
Catholic Cam pus Ministry will have
Ash Wednesday Mass on February 17 at 5 pm.
The Center for Spirituality 
& Sustainability at SIUE
Other Lenten activities:
February 24--7:30, Reconciliation and Healing
service--with Fr. Jeff Goeckner 
February 26-5:30-11 pm, Twilight Retreat: Faith,
God and the college student 
March 24— 7 pm Stations of the Cross
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Today, I have choices about pregnancy 
now  or later. The best part,.. I can talk 
about it because no longer am I judged 
or shamed. My friends and I talk about 
What If.. . and so what if-—
We know we have choices. And we 
know there's Hope Clinic,, where we 
can talk to professionals, get help to 
sort out the WHAT IF... and make the 
right choice for us.., lor me.
That's peace of mind.
fust know that Hope C lin ic is 
there for all of us.




James A. Curtis was arrested for domestic 
battery after a report of an altercation in 
411 Cougar Village. Curtis was being 
uncooperative and was transported 
directly to Madison County Jail and 
booked.
01-25-10
James A. Curtis was served with a 
misdemeanor complaint of domestic 
battery at the Madison County jail. He was 
released, and the victim was notified.
Officer responded to 405 Cougar Village 
for a fire alarm. Housing staff was notified. 
The officer advised a stove burner left on 
activated the alarm. There was no fire, but 
the room was filled with smoke. The 
Edwardsville Fire Department and EMS 
were dispatched. The residents were 
evacuated, and three children were 
treated on scene. The building was 
cleared for re-entry, and the alarm was 
restored.
1-26-10
Whitney Halk was issued a state citation 
for operation of an uninsured motor 
vehicle and a written warning for speeding 
on South University Drive.
Rainy Ossola was issued a state citation 
for operation of an uninsured motor 
vehicle and a written warning for speeding 
on North Circle Drive.
Police encountered a student smoking 
cannabis while on another call. Corey 
Niemeyer was arrested for Possession of
Cannabis, taken to the police department 
for processing and was released.
Anthony Rothert was issued a state 
citation for operation of an uninsured 
motor vehicle and a written warning for 
speeding on South University Drive.
1-27-10
Police responded to a call of a female 
acting suspicious in the Library 
Auditorium. She was identified as Jessica 
J. Cotton who had an outstanding warrant 
out of the Bethalto Police Department. 
Cotton was transported to the Bethalto 
Police Department after she could not 
post bond.
Police received a call reporting two 
counterfeit $100 bills found in the 
Bursar’s office.
Police responded to a two-vehicle 
accident on South University Drive. Evan 
Marshall was issued a citation for failure 
to yield.
Police issued a state citation to Amy Marie 
Knuteson for speeding on University Drive.
1-28-10
Tony L. Cole, of 528 Cougar Village, was 
arrested for unlawful possession of 
cannabis with intent to deliver 10-30 
grams. Officers checked another 
apartment and arrested Jonathan L. 
Williams, Thaddeus Smith and Ishman D. 
Pomerlee for unlawful consumption of 
alcohol. They were all transported to the 
police department and each was 
fingerprinted, photographed and 
processed. Williams, Smith and Ishman 
were issued a notice to appear and 
released. Cole was transported to 
Madison County Jail and placed on felony 
hold.
1-29-10
Charles M. Fisher, Griffin M. Trapp, Scott 
J. Dunkelberger and John R. Gilomen were 
arrested for unlawful consumption of 
alcohol. Gilomen was also arrested for 
possession of cannabis and possession of 
drug paraphernalia. They were all 
transported to the police department, 
fingerprinted, photographed and 
processed. They were each issued a 
notice to appear and released.
Gregory C. Crider was issued a citation for 
the operation of an uninsured motor 
vehicle. A written warning also issued for 
speeding on South University Drive.
Angela R. Phan was issued a citation for 
the operation of an uninsured motor 
vehicle. A written warning also issued for 
disobeying a stop sign on South Circle 
Drive.
Elizabeth A. Werts was arrested for illegal 
possession of alcohol. Werts was brought 
to the police department, fingerprinted, 
photographed and processed. She was 
issued a notice to appear and was 
released.
Tony L. Cole was served a warrant at the 
Madison County Jail for a felony charge of 
unlawful possession of cannabis with 
intent to deliver. Bond was set at 
$20,000, and Cole remained in custody 
at the Madison County Jail.
Jamie L. Nagel was issued a citation for 
speeding on North Circle Drive and 
received a written warning for having no 
driver's license on her person.
Martel L. Nisbeth was issued a citation for 
expired registration and a written warning 
was issued for one headlight on Cougar 
Lake Drive.
Tyler M. Spohr was issued a citation for 
speeding on North University Drive.
1-30-10
Adam T. Roesner was issued a citation for 
expired registration and a warning for 
disobeying a stop sign on Cougar Lake 
Drive.
Lisa Strauther was issued a citation for 
speeding on South University Drive.
Girish Manohar Mangtani was issued a 
citation for speeding on South University 
Drive.
Lowell Williams was issued a citation for 
the operation of an uninsured motor 
vehicle and a written warning for speeding 
on University Drive.
Emre Ulugol was issued a state citation for 
expired registration on Cougar Lake Drive.
1-31-10
Carl E. Jason III was issued a state citation 
for operation of an uninsured motor 
vehicle and a written warning for improper 
lane usage on East University Drive.
Amin A. Hudson was issued a state 
citation for speeding and was arrested for 
driving on a suspended license on South 
University Drive. He was taken to the 
police department, fingerprinted, 
photographed and processed. He posted 
bond in the amount of $100 and was 
released.
Christopher A Coffman was issued a state 
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Is Your Kid a 
Cougar Kid?
Voyage Through A fr ic a  
February 20, 2010
10:00AM 
M UC Goshen Lounge
Come celebrate Black Heritage Month 
with Mama Katambwa. All 
participants will experience stories, 
songs, dances, instruments, and 
characters that will be remembered 
while learning about African cultures 
and traditions.
TICKETS ARE FREE FOR 
SIUE STUDENTS (UP TO 
3 FREE TICKETS).
TICKETS ARE $3 FOR 
CHILDREN OF FACULTY 
A STAFF
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Kauzlarich.
Aside from education, the 
budget will also affect the Illinois 
healthcare system. Community 
organizer Larry Evans said 
students need to pay closer 
attention to what is happening 
now because events today will 
affect the future.
“When you succumb to 
diversion, it has consequences,” 
Evans said.
Evans said healthcare for our 
state is one thing that should not 
be overlooked. Talks of cutting 
the budget for social services is 
now in the works and many 
healthcare providers are 
concerned about losing their 
budget, according to Evans. 
There may be a lot o f money 
involved in the mental healthcare 
population, but the budget 
designated for crime within the 
state is high.
For example, Evans said 
sending someone through drug 
court costs the state $3,000 and if 
they are convicted, it costs 
$30,000 to incarcerate them, 
more than what social services 
deals with.
Kauzlarich said the state 
should raise taxes by 2 percent to 
help with the budget. According 
to Kauzlarich, the state is in bad 
shape because it has focused on 
quick, but ineffective ways of 
making money and it is not been 
looking at larger issues. By 
raising taxes, it would increase 
funds necessary to keep schools 
and universities running, 
teachers’ salaries and
government-funded programs.
Maurer said even though 
students are not passionate about 
politics they can be passionate 
about something that would 
affect the community.
“Donate at least an hour 
because it gives a good sense o f 
community,” Maurer said. “Find 
your own passion and get 
involved with what you like. It 
can be an enriching experience.” 
By working in the 
community, students can become 
a mouthpiece that gets out issues 
to younger generations, 
according to Evans.
Maurer said students should 
care about the Illinois 
government elections because 
they are residents o f Illinois. As
students of the state, she said it is 
important to care because 
American students are some of 
the most educated in society; a lot 
of what goes on locally and 
nationally will ultimately affect 
the world we’ll be living in.
“A lot is going on, yet 
evetyone is bored,” Maurer said.
The panel said they 
understood voter apathy due to 
things like a lack of leadership and 
charisma among running mates, 
but that is no excuse to remain 
ignorant about current issues.
“If they continue to have 
voter apathy, then they’ll get what 
they deserve in the future,” Evans 
said.
Kory Peal can be reached at 
kpeal@alestlelm.com or 650-3527.
LARVA from p g .l
“I was a non-believer at 
first,” Farrington said, “but three 
of us went to check this out and 
got our own little bugs. I had one 
get into my palm that was 
moving.”
Heepke said she has also 
seen the new inhabitants.
“We saw some of the [larvae] 
about two or three weeks ago 
over the 
d o o r w a y ,”
Heepke said.
W h i l e  
some may 
assume that 
the bug larvae 
were feasting 
on the
u n iv ersity ’s 
n e w e s t  
“ g r e e n ” 
addition, it is 
u n c e r t a i n  
whether or 




more o f a 
food-source 
larva.
When asked if the recycled 
wall was the cause o f the bugs, 
Miles said it was impossible to 
say.
“They could have come from 
someone who had left food in 
their desk,” Miles said.
Employees at the Academic 
Advising Office began noticing 
some other bugs flying around 
their corner o f the Student 
Success Center. Manny said the 
presence of the tiny invaders was
odd for February.
“We started noticing tiny 
moths in the office,” Manny said. 
“Which, of course, we thought 
was strange because it is so cold.” 
The moths’ reign was short lived, 
though, as Facilities Management 
got on the case by setting traps 
out for the unwelcome guests.
“I looked again last week and 
only found 
o n e , ” 






s u n f lo w e r  
seeds in the 
wall were the 
cause of the 
in festation , 
the bugs did 
manage to 
find their way 
in. According 
to Manny, 
panels on the 
wall were 
removed in 
order to spray behind them. 
Adhesive box traps were also 
placed near the doorways.
The bugs did not appear 
harmful, according to Heepke 
and Manny. The traps were 
effective and the nuisance did not 
last long. Miles said the wall is 
fine and nothing needs to be 
changed.











Sociology professor David Kauzlarich discusses Illinois’ financial 
situation, voter turnout and various topics on Illinois politics.
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Community Change: What a  Leader N eeds to Know 
Tom Irwin, Executive Director 
Civic Progress 
Board Room , M UC
Leadership & Professional Skills Workshop - Sat. Feb. 27 -  Free -  
Pre-registration required at Kimmel Leadership Center
SLDP Reminders....
Volunteer Projects
February 13 —American Red C ross Training 
February 27 -  Angel Food (two locations)
Alternative Spring Break Trip -  Cherokee Nation. OK.
March 7-11
For more information and the calendar, contact the Kimmel 
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Group Process 
Capt. Aron Scott 
Army R.O .T.C., SIU E  
Student Fitness Center
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Development Program & 
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Asian Studies show off calligraphy, swordplay for New Years
Sean Roberts/Alestle
Junior business student Chen Sui writes students’ names in Chinese as part of the 
Chinese New Year celebration.
by Jason Frazier
Alestle Reporter
The Asian Studies Minor program and 
the Department of Foreign Languages and 
Literature decided to give SIUE a sample 
of customs that are used to celebrate the 
Chinese New Year, which is based on the 
lunar calendar.
Asian studies minor professor Tom 
Lavalle said it was a 15-day event that 
begins Feb. 14 and ends on March 1.
“This is called the Lantern Festival,” 
Lavalle said. “This event was an oudet for 
students to show their knowledge of the 
culture and bring attention to the Asian 
minor program.”
Lavalle said the 2010 year is 
represented by the Tiger.
“An important element to 
understanding the New Year is 
understanding the animal that correlates to 
the year. The animals are zodiac cycles that 
rotate every 12 years,” Lavalle said. “ ... 
Those born in the year of tiger are brave, 
enthusiastic and natural leaders, but can be 
troublemakers. People born in that year 
become unified. They relate to the other 
tigers.”
Gonchu, commonly referred to as 
Kung Fu, was demonstrated by Gonchu 
instructor Tom Englert.
“The movements in Gonchu mimic 
the tiger and have a lot to do with 
channeling, focusing and conserving 
energy.”
He also brought some weapons 
associated with Gonchu such as the straight 
sword, broad sword and brass ring.
“Gonchu students must learn hand-to- 
hand combat before using weapons,
because weapons are just extensions of the 
body,” Englert said.
Calligraphy is another activity on 
display for students to get a better 
understanding of Chinese culture and of 
expressing themselves, according to 
Lavalle.
“Chinese Calligraphy is internal 
energy expressed through writing," Lavalle 
said.
Students were trying their hand at 
drawing out spring couplets, which Asian 
minor tutor Chen Sui said, “translates to 
good luck and prosperity for the New 
Year.”
A chopstick competition was part of 
the festivities as well. There were two 
separate divisions set up: beginner and 
advanced. Competitors in the beginner 
category had to use chopsticks to pick up 
as many marshmallows as possible, while 
the advanced participants had to move 
wasabi green peas.
Advanced participant Jennifer 
Bonbergen moved 48 wasabi green peas 
during the competition.
“I have had plenty of practice eating 
with chopsticks at Chinese restaurants,” 
Bonbergen said.
While some event participants weren’t 
as skilled in the calligraphy writing or 
chopsticks, they picked up on the paper 
cutting exercise much easier. Asian Studies 
professor Xiaoli Loveridge cut out the 
Chun and Shou symbols. These symbols 
represent spring and happiness respectively.
The fair included traditional favorites, 
such as fortune cookies, shrimp chips, 
dried fruit and oolong tea. Senior Jennifer 
Goldstein sampled some of the dried fruit.
“I have never had fruit that melted in
my mouth before today,” Goldstein said.
These are just a couple of foods 
associated with the Chinese New Year, and 
Lavalle said each food holds meaning.
“Fish is usually eaten during this time 
because it symbolizes abundance and 
wealth for the New Year, while eating 
noodles is believed to symbolize long life,” 
Lavalle said.
Many customs during the Chinese 
New Year vary by region, but there are 
some common practices that couldn’t fit 
into this demonstration of the celebration, 
such as cleaning.
“Cleaning is key pre-New Year, but is 
bad luck to do during the New Year. 
Modernization is changing some customs, 
while others are still being recycled,” 
Lavalle said.
Asian minor Charlie Colyott offered a 
stark contrast.
“Most Americans celebrate the New 
Year by getting drunk with friends, [but] 
the Chinese New Year is more family 
oriented and deals with cleansing for the 
New Year,” Colyott said.
Jason Frazier can be reached at 
jfrazier@alestielive.com or 650-3527.
SIU E  Student Government 
Applications available now for 2010-2011 Elections
Positions include:
-Student Body President 
-Student Body Vice President 
-Student Trustee 
-Student Senators (12 seats)
How to apply:
S tep  1: ONLINE: Complete an application online at www.siue.edu/kimmel/sa.
Or stop by the Student Government office to pick up an application.
S tep  2: Return the completed application to the Student Government office
by 4 p.m. on Friday. February 26.
Step 3: Attend the Mandatory Candidates’ Meeting Tuesday, March 2, 
at 4 p.m.in the Hackberry/Oak Room, MUC.
Questions? Attend an informational meeting At 4p.m. on Thursday, 
February 11, in the Kimmel Leadership Center Conference Room, MUC.
Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week! 
Polls, message boards and more at www.alestlelive.com
Thursday, February 11, 2010
Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Contact Opinion Editor Rosie Githinji at 
650-3524 or opinion@alestlelive.com.









































Letters to the Editor 
Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers 
of the Alestle believe in the free 
exchange of ideas, concerns and 
opinions and will publish as many 
letters as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the 
Alestle office located in the 
Morris University Center, Room 
2022 or via e-mail at 
opinion@alestlelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be 
typed and double-spaced. Letters 
should be no longer than 500 
words.
Please include phone number, 
signature, class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit 
letters for grammar and content. 
However, care will be taken to 
ensure that the letter’s message 
is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be 
printed anonymously except 
under extreme circumstances. 
We reserve the right to reject 
letters.
About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is no 
charge. Additional copies cost 25 
cents.
The Alestle is a member of the 
Illinois College Press Association, 
the Associated Collegiate Press 
and U-WIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym 
derived from the names of the 
three campus locations of 
Southern Illinois University 
Edwardsville: Alton, East St. Louis 
and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on 
Thursdays in print and on 
Tuesdays online during the fall 
and spring semesters. A print 
edition is available Wednesdays 





Send us an e-mail: 
opinion@alestlelive.com 
The Alestle 
Campus Box 1167 
Edwardsville, III. 62026-1167
One of the great benefits of being a 
college student is the access 
to college libraries 
throughout the state. In 
Illinois, participating- 
college libraries are linked 
through I-Share, the online 
book borrowing system 
that allows students the 
ability to check out books 
from other colleges.
While SIUE’s Lovejoy 
Library contains about 800,000 books, I- 
Share gives the students access to more than 
9 million books—when it works.
I-Share, a Voyager system operated by 
the Consortium of Academic and Research 
Libraries in Illinois, seems to be functionally 
lacking lately. Twice I have tried to request 
a book through the system and twice the 
system has frozen. I’ve even had help from 
several of the librarians, verifying that it was 
not a user error, and the book request still 
didn’t go through.
I was informed that I needed to try at a 
different time, though both times were 
during normal class hours. It is possible that 
too many students are using the system at
the same time and the system was not built 
to handle the load.
There are 76 campuses in Illinois that 
participate with I-Share, so it should be 
obvious to the CARLI staff, who maintain 
I-Share, that there will be a lot of students 
using the system.
CARLI upgraded to the newest version 
o f Voyager in June 2009. Didn’t that 
version take into consideration the sheer 
size?
I am no computer systems technician, 
but it does seem to me that if a computer 
system is going to be used to connect so 
many libraries, then the system should be 
big enough to handle the traffic. And 
considering each participating campus is 
assessed for its participation (SIUE was 
assessed more than $25,000 for fiscal year 
2009), then a functioning service should be 
expected no matter what time of the day.
I-Share can be a wonderfully 
advantageous tool for students and schools 
alike, but first it needs to work.
Jill Cook is a graduate student Jrom St.
Louis. She can be reached at 
jcook@alestlelive.com or 650-3478.
Students need more pride
There are many things I find attractive 
about SIUE. The large student body, the 
broad food selection in the cafeteria and a 
serene background behind many of the 
campus buildings may be some of the things 
that keep students on the 
campus.
Whatever the choice 
was, you have to admit that 
the scenery probably had 
something to do with the 
decision of attending SIUE.
Compared to other 
universities, SIUE is one 
institution that differs from 
the rest. Aside from the fact 
that nearly 14,000 students 
attend SIUE, take for instance the 
landscaping. Our school is set on 2,660 acres 
of wide-open space filled with many different 
kinds of natural beauty including lakes, 
hillsides and wildlife—not to mention the 
clean air.
So how do we maintain a beautiful 
campus like ours? Well for one, keeping it 
clean can help. While there are services 
provided by the university that help preserve 
the integrity of the landscaping, it is 
ultimately left up to the students to dictate 
how the campus is presented to potential 
students. I can’t even begin to tell when I’ve 
been frustrated with how dirty some of the 
parking lots have been getting.
One instance occurred when I was 
walking out of the Morris University Center 
with a friend after having lunch. As we were 
walking, my friend noticed someone throw 
their full drink container out onto the 
pavement just feet away from a trashcan. 
Instances like these have got to stop!
Junior kinesiology major Adrienne 
Boatman said, “It’s ridiculous how people put 
the energy into trashing a beautiful place by 
littering, whereas that same amount of energy 
can be used to recycle a material.”
Another example is how the main quad
is littered with cigarettes, Starbucks cups and 
lunch bags. Junior biomedical science major 
Joanna Njama said, “On this campus, I think 
it could be worse and maintenance does a 
great job keeping it clean. But it really does 
bother me when it’s done on purpose. A gum 
wrapper is one thing, but an entire cup of 
soda is just careless.”
Larger schools like the University of 
Illinois in Urbana-Champaign have their own 
designated campus town, but there are some 
cons to this. While it is great to have local 
restaurants, tattoo parlors and drugstores 
readily available to cater to the needs of 
students, the air pollutants from car exhaust 
and other sources give off harmful gases that 
surround the campus. Here, we don’t have 
that problem because our business district is 
located away from campus. Also, due to the 
enormous student population at U of I, you 
can bet there is litter nearly everywhere. There 
isn’t much natural beauty to take in either. 
Unlike other major universities that don’t 
have the luxury of having a university placed 
in such a beautiful setting, students need to 
understand how lucky they have it here.
I’m sure many of us feel passionate about 
how much money the school sucks out of us 
each time the opportunity arises. So, why 
should we want to make our wallets even 
skinnier by creating a potential tax on keeping 
the university beautiful? We should be more 
mindful of how we maintain our backyard. 
While it may be true that schools get much 
of their recognition based on the programs 
offered, we have an advantage because of the 
natural beauty that isn’t offered elsewhere. We 
should never get too comfortable with the 
idea that it is only someone’s job to clean our 
campus when it is reallv the job of each 
student and faculty in attendance. Let’s make 
a great name for ourselves not just 
academically, but responsibly too.
Koey Peal is a junior mass communications major 
jrom Champaign. She can be reached at 
kpeal@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Actions speak louder than words
Students, professors and coaches, we want to hear your voice also 
E-mail your story ideas to opinion@alestlelive.com now
m m  oin
What did you think of the 
Super Bowl commercials?
“The ads I did see were 
mediocre. It seemed they 
were trying too hard at 
times to reach for 
something weird and goofy 
to catch people off guard.”
- Jacob Boyd 
junior computer 
engineering major
“My favorite commercial 
was probably the Doritos 
one with the little boy. They 




“My favorite commercial was 
the Doritos commercial with 
the little kid that slaps 
everybody.”
- Paris Thomas 
senior mass 
communication major
“I didn’t think the ads were 
spectacular, probably not any 
better than previous years.”
- Holly Berger 
junior marketing 
management major
“I thought several of the 
Bud Light ads were pretty 
funny. In general I’m not 
watching the Super Bowl for 
the ads.”
- Nathan Brown 
senior accounting major
“I thought there were some 
pretty funny ones and some 




Check out the video in the Opinion 
section at www.alestlelive.com
CRAZY COMBO®
CRAZY BREAD® & CRAZY SAUCE®
W ith a m inim um  $ 1 0  purchase
Valid at participating locations. Coupon Required.
DINNER'S READY!
www.alestlelive.com





to rally at Springfield
Alestle Staff Report
Professors and faculty are not 
the only employees of Southern 
Illinois University or other state 
universities who could be affected 
by the state not giving universities 
the appropriations necessary to 
make payroll.
Todd Bartholomew,
president o f the local 2232 
American Federation of State, 
County and Municipal 
Employees, represents a 
contingency of about 100 
building service workers at SIUE, 
he being one of them, who may 
also be affected if the university is 
unable to make payroll. As a 
result, the AFSCME is rallying at 
the State Capitol in Springfield 
Feb. 17 in support of House Bill 
174, according to Bartholomew.
HB 174 will change the 
Illinois tax structure by increasing 
individual income tax rates and 
corporate income tax rates. It will 
also tax 39 consumer services that 
were previously untaxed. A 
percentage o f those funds will 
then go to the Common School
Fund and the Higher Education 
Fund (percentages differ per 
year), according to Center for Tax 
and Budget Accountability’s Web 
site.
Bartholomew said they are 
rallying for HB 174 because they 
are opposed to furloughs -  
mandatory days off without pay. 
In his opinion, Bartholomew said 
he felt furloughs would not help 
the university.
“The job still has to be done 
by somebody, and they have to be 
paid,” Bartholomew said.
AFSCME is also in support, 
according to Bartholomew, of 
Senate Amendment 1 to Senate 
Bill 642, which would give SIU 
the authority to borrow funds in 
order to make payroll.
HB 174 is the group’s main 
goal at this rally and 
Bartholomew said employees of 
the university are welcome to 
join. “It’s open to everybody 
because it will affect everybody,” 
Bartholomew said.
News can be reached at 
news@alestlelm.coni or 650-3527.
HOT-N-READY!
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Events for Feb. 13
Gateway Harley Gras 
Where: 7th and Geyer next to the 
Stage
More fun than you can ever have on four wheels. 
Heads up trike racing at Gateway Harley Gras. 
FREE EVENT
River City Casino Grand Parade 
Where: Soulard!
The River City Grand Parade is one of the largest 
parades in the Midwest. As the event with the 
greatest attendance in die city of Saint Louis, the 
parade is the main attraction!
Bud Light Party Tent
Where: Soulard Market Park 
Price: SI00.00
The most popular ticket available for the festival! 
Located in the heart of the action in Soulard 
Market Park, the Bud Light Part}' Tent is a large 
climate-controlled tent that can hold as many as 
2000 Mardi Gras Revelers.
Zone with the Landshark Stage
again in 2010, three of the premiere local acts 
a day of great music. The stage 
mix of many different musical styles from 
local acts attracting people from all walks of life. 
FREE EVENT
The MONSTER House Party
Tell us why you throw the best Mardi Gras Party 
in Soulard and Monster Energy will hook you up 
with best tools to get it done! If your parties are off 
the hook and have people talking and commenting 
on Facebook for weeks-we want to hear from you. 
FREE EVENT
Corporate Village
Where: Lift For Life Academy Parking Lot (along 
the parade route)
The Corporate Village is the home of Rex’s Tent 
and Corporate Hospitality tents. Located on one 
of the most prime pieces of Mardi Gras real estate, 
the Lift For Life Academy parking lot, the 
Corporate Village offers great unobstructed 
viewing of the Grand Parade.
For more information about these and other Mardi Gras events, visit www.mardigrasinc.com.
Ashley Hinkle/Alestle Staff 
(Top) Betting for prizes, senior Sarah Rhein from Belleville wins big at 
the black jack tables at Parti Gras last Friday night in the Vadalabene 
Center.
(Left) With masquerade accessories in hand, students wait outside 
during the 8th Annual Parti Gras festivities last Friday night. Tables with 
casino games and traditional Mardi Gras functions were available to any 
student in attendance.
Laurie’s Place is running a back bar 
special for the Daytona 500 on 
Sunday instead of Valentine’s Day 
dinners.
Artisan Bakery on 222 North 
Main Street in Edwardsville is 
celebrating the day o f romance 
with heart shaped cookies.
For Valentine’s Day, Fiona’s is 
simultaneously beginning new 
hours until 8 p.m. and selling $5 
chicken dinners.
There’s no themed special at Buffalo 
Wild Wings, but drink specials 
include S3.75 Blue Moon. ‘We get 
some daytime traffic but nothing 
crazy during holidays.”
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Valentine’s Dai)
‘I Hope They Serve Beer in Hell’
by Sean Roberts
Alestle Photographer
If you’re not single on Valentine’s 
Day, bring your girlfriend to this movie 
and you will be soon. “I Hope They 
Serve Beer In Hell” chronicles an 
adventure o f Tucker Max (Matt 
Czuchry), a womanizing, ladies man and 
his friends Drew (Jesse Bradford), a 
geeky guy who spends half the movie 
threatening to rape and kill the women 
he speaks with, and, the purest guy of 
the bunch, Dan (Geoff Stults), a soon- 
to-be married man.
It all starts 
when Tucker Max 
convinces his 
friends to go to a 
strip club hundreds 
of miles away for 
Dan’s bachelor 
party—against the 
wishes o f his 
fiancee. This sets 
the stage for a 
n a r c i s s i s t i c  
a d v e n t u r e  
centering on the' 
king o f the 
w o r ld  — T u c k e r  
Max himself.
Tucker sacrifices 
his friends’ wishes 
and feelings to get 
exactly what he 
wants.
While there 
were some parts o f the movie that had 
some redeeming qualities, particularly 
some raunchy jokes, most o f the humor 
was toilet humor at best. In fact, one of 
the most grotesque and disturbing 
scenes o f the movie directly involved 
toilet humor and a toilet camera. With 
generally poor production values and 
what amounts to something that should 
have been a “straight to DVD” release 
this is clearly a “B” movie, at the very 
most. That being said, some 
consideration should be taken to the 
fact that this is not an A-list movie. If 
you are looking for a casual movie to 
rent and watch with the guys while 
playing poker, this might be your 
movie. If you’re looking for the comedy 
o f the year that you’re going to want to 
sit down and watch over and over, or 
even worse, a date movie—go elsewhere.
If this movie would have had more 
humorous bits it could have easily been 
a hit. It has all the makings of a classic, 
raunchy, bachelor party story. However, 
it lacked substance. What it lacked in
humor was made up for in situations 
that just appear awkward to the 
audience.
“I Hope They Serve Beer In Hell” 
was touted by Tucker Max himself as a 
movie that will beat out “The 
Hangover” in the manly, bachelor party 
story category. Unfortunately, this 
movie will only produce a few chuckles.
I often found myself questioning 
whether I should be laughing at Tucker 
Max or feeling sorry for him.
Sometimes I 
forgot I was 
supposed to be 
watching a 
comedy, not 
s o m e t h i n g  
comparing to 
“ S t e v e - O ,  
Demise and 
Rise.”
C om pensating 
for “mommy 
issues,” Tucker 
uses sexism and 
misogyny to 
woo women to 
his fancy, often' 
q u i t e  
s u c c e s s fu l ly .  
Humor is often 
used as
lubricant for 
T u c k e r ’ s 
personality flaws. Instead of just 
showing the positive aspects o f his 
behavior,
“I Hope They Serve Beer In Hell” 
also shows many negative consequences 
o f his behavior. However, in a bizarre 
move, even while showing these 
negative aspects, the movie appears to 
still praise his behavior-that is, if this is 
supposed to be a comedy. In the end, 
Tucker hasn’t learned a thing. He is still 
just the narcissistic, womanizing, 
sociopath he was at the beginning of 
the movie. His friends fare a bit better. 
Drew, bitter from a breakup, found a 
girl that would still talk to him after the 
threats and insults, and Dan was 
married happily ever after.
I f  you decide to bring a date to 
this movie, don’t expect it to go well. 
I f  she isn’t offended by the sexism, 
she’s going to be offended that you 
would take her to such an unfunny 
movie.




Alestle A & E Editor
In director Garry Marshall’s movie, 
Valentine’s Day is the one day where many 
twisted lovers endure the struggles and the 
marvels of a somewhat ruthless holiday. 
“Valentine’s Day” is one of the best 
romantic comedies, simply because it 
hardly qualifies as one. Nonetheless, it’s 
still a romantic comedy, which in itself sets 
any movie up for failure.
The movie starts out with a tacky 
proposal. Ashton Kutcher and Jessica Alba 
are lying in bed together when Kutcher 
climbs out with a ring. Alba wakes up 
wide-eyed and 
giddy at 6 a.m.
R e a l l y ?
Maybe it was all 
of the happy-go- 
lucky soundtrack 
music that woke 
her up because I 
would probably 
punch my
boyfriend in the 
face if he woke 
me up that early 
without a fire in 
the house.
T h e n  
Kutcher says the 
most romantic 
line in the entire 
movie, “If you’re 
ever with a girl 
that’s too good 
for you, marry her.”
I almost walked out of the theater 
because I thought it would all be downhill 
from there. However, Kutcher seemed 
different in character—more mature and 
less like Kelso from “That 70s Show.” The 
movie continued with more cheesy music 
and Kutcher even hung off the side of a 
lamppost proclaiming his everlasting love 
to Alba’s character.
It continued to flash to Jennifer 
Garner and Patrick Dempsey, even 
showing a little bit of Garner’s behind. The 
movie continued to increase in sexuality 
and wit alike. Almost every male character 
had his shirt off—Topher has a six pack 
now, hallelujah—and teen actress Emma 
Roberts’ character even addressed that she 
was planning to have sex for the first time 
that day.
Then the switching begins.
With at least seven couples featured in 
the movie, it was hard to keep up. Each 
couple was in a different situation for 
audience appeal. It almost seems like the 
movie was made to bring in box office
dollars with so many big name stars. 
Imagine that. However, this is also its 
strength. The different views of 
relationships make the movie ultimately 
more relatable for any couple or single girl. 
There is even a break-up, and it was still 
the most romantic break-up I’ve ever seen. 
The movie was a flop waiting to happen, 
but somehow pulled through. You- can’t 
hurry love, but somehow half of the 
characters fell for each other within the day.
There were so many litde details about 
the movie that any sort of plot was difficult 
to follow unless 
you were actually 
paying full
a t t e n t i o n .  
However, the little 
bits and pieces that 
the viewer catches 
outside of the plot 
and in the 
background of the 
movie, such as a 
scene where the 
camera switches to 
two completely 
irrelevant toddlers 
kissing, are what 
make this movie so 
romantic and 
original. Also, 
everyone and their 
mothers were 
wearing red and/or 
pink. The cars were even red. Colors aside, 
the movie is a progression through the day, 
from the characters loving to hating and 
then coming to terms with the minor 
holiday.
Overall, the entire movie was 
pleasantly surprising. It was a breath of 
fresh air without straying from the 
romantic comedy genre. I suggest that any 
girl should see it because it gives females 
hope. The way Kutcher gets excited about 
Valentine’s Day is the way we want to 
picture every man. It lets us have faith that 
chivalry is not dead just yet. Guys, you 
should definitely bring vonr girlfriend to 
see this movie over any other cheesy 
romance movie. It’s somewhat 
entertaining with the amount of sexual and 
clever humor and also with all of the 
unexpected twists. However, I doubt you’ll 
want to see it more than once.
Lindsey Oyler can be reached at 
loyler@alestlelive.com or 650-3531.
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S ho w T im es  f o r  F e b r u a r y  12 - 1 6
iin the Five Buck Club at www.ftvebuckclub.net
M a t in e e  p r ic in g — a l l  s h o w s  b e f o r e  6 p m
M M C A rtL S  H O  fA S S E S  O f t  S t iW W  S A V E *  ftC H e T S
mmu Mmi fo* Moms (* Dads)Tuesdays- fsrmm&wmxt mmm 
VALENTINE S DAY (PG-13)
12:10 3:00 4:10 6:40 7:30 9:40 10:40 
PERCY JACKSON & th e  OLYMPIANS: th e
lightning  th ie f  (PG) 12:30 3:20 6:30 9:30 
THE WOLFMAN (R)
12:50 1:45 3.40 4:30 6:10 7:10 9:00 10:00 
FROM PARIS WITH LOVE (R)
1:30 4:40 7:40 10:20 
RAZY HEART {R)
1:10 4:00 6.45 9 50 
DEAR JOHN (PG-13)
12.20 3:10 6.20 9:10
DGE OF DARKNESS (R) 1:00 7:20
(HEN IN ROME (PG-13)'
2:00 4:50 7:50 10:10 
HE TOOTH FAIRY (PG)
12:40 3:50 6:50 9:20
OOKo fELI(R) 4:20 10:15
■0 AVATAR* (PG-13) 12:00 3:30 7:00 10:30
'Additional S3.00 C harge, for thss 3-D E xperience
<e  BLIND SIDE (PG-13) 120
BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT FAN DA N G O .C O M
ISIT US ONLINE AT WWW KERASOTES.COM
Over the river and 
through the woods 
to the trauma 
center we go.
Ail-terrain vehicles can go 60 mph and 
weigh 600 pounds. Yet, many owners 
think of them as just big toys. Consider 
the facts: 136,000 ATV-related injuries 
were treated in hospitals and doctors' 
o ffice s  in 2004. A cc iden ts  happen 
when ATVs are operated in the wrong 
place, under the wrong conditions, by 
people too young or too inexperienced 
in ATV safety measures. If you must 
ride an ATV, use your head— the right 
way. A  public service message from 
the American Academy of Orthopaedic 
Surgeons and the Orthopaedic Trauma 
Association.
For re co m m enda tio n s  
on ATV  sa fe ty , v is it  
orthoinfo.org and ota.org.
AAOS
A m e r i c a n  A c a d e m y  o f  
O r t h o p a e d i c  S u r g e o n s
O T Y
O r t h o p a e d ic  T r a u m a  A s s o c ia t io n
ST. LOUIS BLUES 2009-10 A .
SIUE NIGHT M.WHATEVER IT TAKES.
Blues vs. Nashville Predators




Seats Located in Sections 322 - 324
FREE FOOD GAME!
All fans will receive a voucher 
good for a limited number of 
complimentary food items.
|  Cam pus Activities Board |
ScotiraOe
PURCHASE YOUR 
TICKETS ON CAMPUS 
FEBRUARY 16 AND MEET 
KELLY CHASE!
Please come to the Goshen Lounge at Morris 
University Center from 11 am - 1 pm on 
Tuesday, February 16th to purchase your tickets and to 
meet Blues Alumni & Radio Color Analyst Kelly Chase 
(Cash, credit cards, money orders and checks made payable to 
the St. Louis Blues accepted.)
Student Legal Services 
Free legal assistance for currently enrolled SIUE students
The Student Legal Services Program provides SIUE students with a readily available source o f quality legal advice.
Services Provided








• administrative agency matters
In addition to legal consultation, the program provides referrals to other attorneys and to governmental agencies where 
appropriate. You are encouraged to contact the Student Legal Services Program attorney to determine whether your 
specific problem is within the realm of the Program.
Program Limitations
It is not within the authority o f the Student Legal Services Program attorney to provide 
assistance to students in the following matters:
• Suits against the Board of Trustees o f Southern Illinois University, Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville, the Student Government o f SIUE, or any of their parts or 
officials when functioning in their official capacity.
• Matters prohibited by the Code of Professional Responsibility.
• Drafting o f wills or estates in excess o f $50,000.
• Tax matters and estate planning.
• Incorporation of groups for private profit.
• Criminal matters.
• Cases involving excessive time and resource commitment.
• Matters involving student academic, student affairs, or faculty grievance cases.
• Matters involving one eligible student against another.
Appointments
Appointments are required; however, if you need immediate consultation, you will be assisted as promptly as 
possible. No legal advice can be given over the telephone. To make an appointment, contact:
Dennis Orsey, Attorney 
3388 Maryville Road, Suite A 
Granite City, IL 
618.797.2800
www.alestlelive.com
Go online for News, Alerts, Blogs, and more
E L L A  S p e a k e r  S e r i e s
■ Presents'
author of “A  Lie About My Father" (2006)
M HC H ickory-U uckbw ry  
K o r n w  
F eb ru ary  18 
7:OOpm/ - 8:30pm/
Funded in Part bv Student Activity Fees
Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Sports Editor Allan Lewis at 
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com
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A tough act to follow
SIUE softball begins Friday after 40-10 2009
Upcoming Cougar Events:
Friday, Feb. 12 Softball vs. South Alabama -7 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 12 (M and W) Track at Grand Valley State Big Meet 
Saturday, Feb. 13 (W) Basketball vs. Oakland City - 2 p.m. Snorts
www.alestlelive.com
Sean Roberts/Alestle
Softball Head Coach Sandy Montgomery returns with two seniors this season after five graduated. The 
Cougars are coming off a 40-10 season in 2009, in which they recieved votes in the national top 25 
and knocked off two ranked teams. SIUE has won at least 40 games the past five seasons, and at least 
30 the past 14.
“We have a great group o f 
girls this year, regardless o f 
our youth. We worked hard 
all winter and it will show 
through during the season”
-Lauren Zembruski 
SIU E senior third base
by T.J. Cowell
Alestle Sports Reporter
During her 22-year tenure at SIUE, Elead 
Coach Sandy Montgomery has directed some of the 
most successful teams in school history.
With a resume that includes a national 
championship and nine straight NCAA Tournament 
appearances from 2000-2008, Montgomery is 
accustomed to coaching teams that represent the 
university in the way she
expects. Montgomery has ----------------------
also coached 11 All- 
Americans and 52 athletes 
that earned All-Region 
honors.
Building off a 40-10 
campaign last year,
Montgomery said 2010 will 
bring a whole new array of 
challenges and opportunities.
“We have got to get 
good pitching,”
Montgomery said. “We have ---------------------
lost a lot of quality players so 
some kids have got to step up this year.”
With a roster that includes 10 freshmen and 
sophomores, this year’s Cougar squad will be young. 
SIUE also had five seniors graduate, including 
pitching sensation Kaitlin Colosimo. Montgomery 
said her team’s philosophy of competing hard and to 
win both on and off the field will continue.
“I recruited them for a reason. They are going 
to make some inexperienced mistakes, but we will 
learn as the season goes,” Montgomery said. “I try 
to recruit good kids from good families, from good 
programs. We get kids to buy into what we do. 
Academics are important, getting along and having 
good chemistry.”
Winning is important, but Montgomery said 
she expects her players to make the grades. When it 
comes to academics, Montgomery said her squads 
constandy shoot for a cumulative team GPA of 3.2.
“Success boils down to recruiting good players 
who will buy into the philosophy of what you are 
doing,” Montgomery said. “We have an 
understanding as a team to make academics a 
priority.”
Leading this year’s young team will be the duo 
of seniors Lauren Zembruski and Chaleen Rumpf.
Zembruski, who plays third base for the Cougars, 
finished 2009 with a team-high batting average of 
.373. Rumpf, an outfielder, started in all 50 games, 
like her teammate, and was also a big contributor.
Montgomery said Zembruski and Rumpf will 
set the tone for this year’s team and will have to be 
statistical and vocal leaders.
“It’s truly an honor to get the chance to lead 
such a young group of players,” Zembruski said. “It’s 
a reason why Chaleen [Rumpf] and I chose to stay 
through the transition. Our role this year is to teach
______________ them as much as we can and to
keep the pride of our program 
going.”
Both Rumpf and Zembruski 
were part of the Cougar squad 
that collected the NCAA 
Division II Softball National 
Championship in 2007. Under 
Montgomery, the Cougars have 
won at least 40 games each year 
for the last five.
Zembruski said keys for
______________ success this year are solid
pitching, a defense that is 
constantly working together and communicating 
and mature timely hitting.
“If we work together and continue to work 
hard, the success will come,” Zembruski said. “We 
have a great group of girls this year, regardless of our 
youth. We worked hard all winter, and it will show 
through during the season.”
This season will mark the Cougar’s final year of 
reclassification. Because o f this, Montgomery said 
SIUE’s schedule has been “beefed up,” with tough 
games against quality opponents down the line.
With a pitching rotation that includes 
sophomore Erika Taylor, junior Ali Downing and 
freshman Lindsey Coleman, Montgomery said the 
Cougars will need a strong showing from whoever 
takes the ball in the first inning.
The spring season kicks off this weekend for 
SIUE softball when they head down to the South 
Alabama Tournament. The Cougars will have four 
games during the course o f three days with contests 
against host South Alabama University, Lipscomb 
University, Samford University and Western 
Kentucky University.
T.J Cowell can be reached at tcowell@alestlelive.com or
650-3524.
Hunter Creel/Alestle
Baseball Head Coach Gary Collins enters his 32nd season Feb. 19. 
He hopes to improve on his 944 career wins, while SIUE tries to 
improve on an injury-riddled 15-39 2009 season, which featured only 





There may be snow on the 
ground, but SIUE baseball Head 
Coach Gary Collins and his 
team are preparing for a new 
season, set to get underway Feb. 
19.
As his 32nd season as the 
Cougars’ skipper gets under 
way, Collins said his team will 
have things to improve upon 
from a 15-39 season last year.
“ Our biggest problem was 
we didn’t have a lot of depth, 
and we didn’t have anyone to 
close,” Collins said. “ Staying 
healthy helps everybody. I like 
our freshmen a lot, they are 
going to be good, but they are 
still freshmen. They need to 
keep their nose [to] the 
grindstone the whole season 
and keep their focus.”
Collins’ squad will be 
backed by a core of senior 
athletes, including catcher and 
outfielder Dustin Brooks, 
outfielder Adam Eggemeyer and 
shortstop Mike Hurt. Two more 
seniors, Spencer Patton and 
Luke Vine, will make up the 
front end of the SIUE rotation.
Collins said his team will 
have strengths in their defense 
and bullpen. Defense will be
key this year, as the Cougars 
were 0-13 when allowing 10 or 
more runs last season.
Collins said it is still too 
early to accurately compare this 
year’s squad to last year’s team.
“ It is almost impossible to 
base everything off of what you 
see in the gym,” Collins said. “ It 
is hard in the gym. You think 
you see things, but conditions 
are different than being 
outside.”
As of right now, Collins 
said his starting rotation looks 
like a combination of Patton, 
Vine and junior Josh Malin, a 
transfer from Forest Park 
Community College who joined 
the Cougars last January, but 
had to sit out due to transition 
rules.
“ A strength I feel the team 
possesses this year is our 
pitching staff is more
experienced,” sophomore 
catcher Mitch Matecki said. 
“The pitching staff is the 
backbone of every baseball 
team and that experience, along 
with some very promising 
looking freshmen, will be very 
beneficial for our team.”
Matecki, who started 53 
games for SIUE last year, said 
the C ougars will need to
BASEBALIVpg. 10
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A trio of SIUE grapplers left their mark 
on the mats of the Missouri Valley Open this 
weekend after making it high into the 
tournament rankings.
Sophomore Steve Ross and freshmen 
Rrendan Murphy and A.J. Smith all walked 
away with a handful of wins at the open, and 
led the Cougars throughout the competition.
Ross won four straight to take him 
directly to the championship game at 157 
pounds.
In the final match, he fell to his opponent 
from Lindenwood University and finished in 
second place, the highest finish of his career at 
SIUE.
“It felt really good. I had a really good 
draw and took advantage of it,” Ross said. “I 
have a lot of confidence right now ... [but] we 
have a few duals this weekend that I’m 
focusing for and preparing for.”
Ross said he is still a young player, but 
looks forward to working on his game.
“I wrestled a pretty solid kid in the finals, 
and I made a few mistakes that he took 
advantage of...” Ross said. “ ...I still have a lot 
of room to keep learning and growing. So, I’ll 
take those mistakes I made and work on them 
this week in practice.”
Smith had a four-game winning streak of 
his own, finishing third at the open at 197 
pounds. Smith lost his second match in the 
championship bracket, knocking him down to 
the wrestleback, where he won four straight to 
finish in third with a 5-1 tournament record.
Third place ties Smith’s highest finish at 
SIUE. He also placed diird at the University 
of Central Missouri Denker Open this season.
Smith said all he wants to do is focus on 
what is coming next.
“ I take each match one at a time,” Smith 
said. “So the last one only affects me as much 
as to tell me [that] I’m making progress.”
Murphy, at 133 pounds, won two 
matches in the championship and wrestleback
BASEBALL
from pg. 9
improve on the fundamentals of 
the game.
“ Hitting the cutoff man 
from the outfield, tagging from 
third on a fly ball, bunting to 
move a runner over, timely 
hitting, are just some of the 
things we need to sharpen up if 
we want to compete,” Matecki 
said.
The core of senior leaders 
includes Dustin Brooks, who 
said he would like to see SIUE’s 
young team develop as a squad 
in his final year.
“ Possibly the most 
important thing 1 want to see is 
to get this ship going in the right 
direction,” Brooks said. “We 
have a lot more depth than we 
did in the previous few years. A 
few players are in different 
positions and we have a good 
mix of experience and 
inexperience.”
Brooks said the Cougars 
need to develop the mentality of
Hunter Creel/Alestle
Sophom ore Steve Ross (pictured) along with freshm en Brendan Murphy and A.J. Smith led 
SIUE with victories at the Missouri Valley Open Saturday. SIUE has one more event left on 
the schedule before heading to the National College W restling Association North Central 
Conference Tournament.
brackets each. His four wins were enough to 
carry him to the fifth place game, where he lost 
to Trison Graham from the University of 
Central Oklahoma, giving him the sixth place 
finish.
Murphy had to forfeit two of his matches 
due to shoulder complications, but said he had 
hopes of finishing better than sixth place.
Murphy said he was impressed with 
his teammate Ross’ performance in the 
tournament, however, and that he wrestled 
well.
“ [It’s] showing that his hard work is 
starting to pay off,” Murphy said.
The Cougars have one event left on 
Sunday at the Greyhound Duals in
playing to win games, 
something they did not do much 
of last year. A positive thing 
Brooks sees in this year’s squad 
is the versatility of players down 
the roster. According to Brooks, 
the flexibility of the Cougar 
roster opens up the opportunity 
for different lineups throughout 
the year, which will come in 
handy in case of injuries.
“ All the coaches and 
players have a work ethic that 
we understand, and we want to 
help each other get better,” 
Brooks said.
The Cougars will play 
their first game Feb. 19 at 
Central Arkansas University. 
As the season progresses, 
SIUE will have 13 home 
games scheduled for this 
spring, compared to six a year 
ago.




Sophomore Maggie Boeckman won her number two singles 
match, as SIUE defeated Southeast Missouri State University 
6-1 in women’s tennis action Saturday at the Edwardsville 
YMCA.


























UT Martin 73 SEMO 70 
Thursday’s games
Murray St. at Tenn. Tech 
UT Martin at J ’ville St. 
Morehead St. at E. Illinois 
(8 p.m. ESPNU)
Indianapolis, Ind., before they head to the 
National College Wrestling Association 
North Central Conference Tournament.
SIUE will face three opponents at the 
Greyhound Duals, starting with Findlay 
University, then Campbellsville University 
and finishing up with Indianapolis 
University.
The NCWA Conference Tournament 
is on Feb. 27 in Allendale, Mich., followed 
by the season-ending National 
Tournament from March 11-13 in 
Hampton, Virg.
Levi Kirby can be reached at 
ekirby@siue.edu or 650-3524.






























SIUE 60 Miami (FL) 85
Thursday’s games
Morehead St. at E. Illinois 
Murray St. at Tenn. Tech 
UT Martin at J ’ville St.






















20. William & Mary
21. Kent State
22. IUPUI
23. Sam Houston State
24. Iona
25. Weber State
C h eckou t 
Sports Edttor AHan Lewis’ 
W ednesday Word
on the Alestlelive.com  
Sports Blog.
Three wrestlers post wins 
at Missouri Valley Open
Ross places second in tournament, while two other Cougars place
by Levi Kirby
Alestle Sports Reporter
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s iu e  Black Heritage Month February 2010 - Schedule o f Events
o 0 f c  ? l£ C E  ° F  ™ E M O S A , C :  B r * n g in g  t h e  P i e c e s  Tog®
Thursday, Febru ary  11
Black Beauty in a Diverse Society
12:00 Noon -  1:00 PM 
Goshen Lounge, Morris University Center 
"Black is Beautiful'' was the slogan of (he 
Black Power Era, but what is Black Beauty? 
Angela Davis, an icon of that era, was a bit 
more fair skinned than average and had 
straighter hair than most African Americans. 
Today. African Americans like the late Michael 
Jackson, and Afro Latinos like Sammy Sosa, 
make headlines for lightening their skin.
The basic question is to what degree is it 
acceptable for black standards of beauty to 
be affected by aesthetics that originate from 
outside of the black community* Furthermore, 
among blacks, which of our features are to he 
idealized, and which are to be minimized’
Thursday, Febru ary  18
Health Fair: A Celebration of Health
10:00 AM -  2:00 PM
Goshen Lounge, Morris University Center 
Come and celebrate your health through
health screenings and evaluations. Learn how 
simple lifestyle changes and acquaintance with 
community health care providers can improve 
your health in 2010 and beyond.
Charles Drew Biood Drive
Feb. 18 -  11:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
Conference Center, Morris University Center 
Dr. Charles Drew, an African American physician 
and medical researcher, pioneered techniques 
for blood storage that made the development of 
large-scale blood banks possible. Dr. Drew also 
protested the practice of segregating blood on 
the basis of the race of the donor.
Saturday, Febru ary  20
Africa Night
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Meridian Ballroom, Morris University Center 
Enjoy an evening of African culture through 
food, dance and entertainment.
Contact the MUC information Center at 
618.650.5555 (or ticket information.
Sponsored by the African Student Association
Friday, Febru ary  19 - 
Sunday, Feb ru ary  21
Black Theater Workshop The Journey 
to Freedom
Feb. 19 & 20 -  7:30 PM 
Feb. 21 -  2:00 PM 
Metcalf Theater
Artistic Director -  Kathryn Bentley 
Student Director -  Curtis Lewis 
This SIDE student created, performed and 
directed production is a  potpourri of scenes, 
monologues, songs and poetry.




Goshen Lounge, .Morris University Center 
Come celebrate Black Heritage Month with 
Mama Katambwa. All participants will 
have an experience with stories, songs, 
dances, instruments and characters that 
will be remembered while learning
about African cultures and traditions.
Tickets: Free for the children of SIUE students; 
S3.00 for children of faculty/staff. Tickets may 
be purchased at the MUC Information Desk.
Thursday, February 25
Demographic Changes and Their Impact 
on America
12:00 Noon -  1:00 PM
Goslien Lounge, Morris University Center
This panel will discuss how demographic
shifts in the United States population will
affect politics and culture in the coming
decades.
Black Heritage Month Student Talent Show
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Meridian Ballroom, Morris University Center 
Come watch SIUE students as they take 
their turn on stage showcasing their singing, 
dancing, poetic, and musical talents.
Ail events are tree unless otherwise noted. Contact the Kimmel Leadership Center at (\IS.6S0.26S6 for additional information. 
All events are subject to change. Black Heritage Month is sponsored by the Campus Activities Board.
Offers Services that








ON ORDERS OF $5 & MORE
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Crossword Puzzle
Los Angeles Times
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
1 2
3
4 5 6 7
‘




23 24 m . 26 27
28 29 30 31 32 33
34 35 36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43
44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51
52 ■ 53 54 55 56 57 58
59 60 61 62 63
64 65 f 66 ■
68 r71 P r
By Jack Sargeant
ACROSS
1 One with a code name, 
perhaps 
4 Strokes on a green 
9 Terrible
14 What the Mad Hatter 
served
15 Apple’s instant 
messaging software
16 No longer tied up
9/24/09
17 Uncooked





24 Bando of baseball
25 Airport waiter 
28 Sheds feathers 
32 Stereotypical eye
T H e S A M C K M G F  PUZZLES By The Mepham Croup
L eve l: pT 1  j 3
7 4
9 6 5 2
8 4 6
7
5 4 9 3
1 4
2 6 1
6 5 2 9
7 8 2
Complete the grid 9/18/09 
so each row, column 
and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every 
digit, 1 to 9.
For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk
©  2009 The Mepham Group. 
Distributed by Tribune Media 
Services. All rights reserved.
Answers: Thursday January 21, 2010
1 3 6 5 2 4 8 7 9
9 5 7 8 3 6 2 4 1
8 4 2 7 9 1 3 6 5
6 9 5 3 4 2 1 8 7
7 2 8 1 5 9 4 3 6
4 1 3 6 8 7 9 5 2
2 6 9 4 7 3 5 1 8
3 8 1 9 6 5 7 2 4
5 7 4 2 1 8 6 9 3
patch wearer 
34 Start of an order to an 
attack dog
37 Partner of woes





46 Old draft org.
47 Clothes
50 Slow mover
52 Canada’s smallest 
prov.
53 Fashionable boot 
brand
55 Starbucks offering
59 See 48-Down 
64 Descendant
66 Walking : euphoric
67 Whatever
68 Fill with wonder
69 Three-card scam
70 Cocktail party bowlful
71 Chair craftsperson
72 Wrapped up
73 Va. clock setting
DOWN
1 Vegas attraction, with 
“the”
2 Treaty subject
3 Went off course, at sea
4 Burglar
5 Golden State sch.
6 “A ll Jazz”: Fosse
film




11 Weather Channel 
offerings
12 Take advantage of
13 Grazing site
21 Golf legend Snead
22 Once around the track
26 Pal of Aramis
27 Nursery rhyme trio
29 Fond du  , Wisconsin
30 Horse’s gait
31 Big rigs
33 Louis XIV, to his 
subjects
34 Subway rider’s aid
35 Hot under the collar
36 Spanish dialect that’s 
now standard
38 Period of time
41 Greek X
42 Paleozoic__
43 Fitted, as a suit
48 Ball carrier, and clue 
for 20-, 40- and 59- 
Across




56 Stock market 
transaction
57 North African capital
58 Exodus locale
60 Seep
61 Any minute now, to a 
bard
62 “The Fountainhead” 
author
63 Baptism or bar 
mitzvah, e.g.
64 Anatomical pouch
65 Nashville awards gp.
T A K E  Y O U R
H E A R T
F O R  A W A L K .
YOU C O U L D  LIVE L O N G E R .
Walking is good medicine for your heart. In fact it’s great medicine. Did you know that 
for every hour of regular, vigorous exercise we do, like brisk walking, we could live two 
hours longer? Imagine, if we could walk to the moon and back, we could live forever.
Take your heart for a walk today. Join the Start! Movement at 
a m e ric a n h e a rt.o rg /s ta rt or call 1 - 8 0 0 - A H A - U S A - l . You could live longer.
A  American Diabetes Association,
C u r e  • C a r e  • C o m m i t m e n t ®
Diabetes Education Program
9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Saturday, February 27, 2010 
Morris University Center 




-Accept, Adopt, Adapt Principles for 
Coping with Diabetes"
Dr Martina Ritchhart graduated from 
Oklahom a State University, completing 
her psychology training at the Tucson 
V A  Medica l Center. She was faculty for 
the Southern Arizona Psycho logy Intern­
ship Consortium  before joining the staff 
at the St Louis V A  Medical Center 




"Diabetic Retinopathy: Diagnosis and 
Treatment"
Je n n y  Niemerg, Pharm. D.
Diabetes Medications: Myths & 
Facts '
Goldie Peters, Pharm. D.
“ABC 's o f  Diabetes'
Birgit Sterzl, RD, LDN.
“DASHing for Your Heart Throb"
FREE SCREENINGS: Foot 
Exams, Blood Pressure, 
A1c Testing
(Umftod space, advance registration recommended}
Enjoy speakers, vendor fair, 
screenings and 
FR EE LUNCH!
9 to 9:30 a.m.
Registration 
9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Opening Presentation 
10:40 to 11:15 a.m.
Speaker Session 1 
11:25 to Noon 
Speaker Session 2 




To reg is te r, c a l l C a th y  a t (888) 342-2383, 
ex t. 6823  o r  c h a r tm a n n @ d ia b e te s .o rg .
Sponsored in part by SIUE student activity fees & SIUE School of Pharmacy
A f r i c a  U n it e
United We Stand Divided We Fall
Saturday February 20. 201 O
The African Student Assoc iation  at S IU E  w&uld like to invite you to our African Night 
Ce lebration Featuring Dance, A frican Cu isine , Fash ion Show  and Much More
Tickets: $10 for student, $13 for Faculty/Staff/Generai Pub lic
Tickets are ava ilab le  at the M U C  Info D esk
Sponsored by the African Student Association  and funded in part by the
Student Activity fees For more information, contact (618)650-5555 o r (773)426-3977
Classifieds
Place your classified ad at a time convenient for you using 
our easy, secure online interface at thealestle.com/classifieds
Your ad gets TOTAL exposure -  the power of print AND 
the immediacy of the internet!
Your ad will be published FREE on our high- traffic 
web site just as it will appear in the printed version 
of our newspaper!
All using secure, encrypted SSL transmission 
for your protection.
www.alestlelive.com
ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS GIVE YOU MORE! 
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES: 
10 word minimum for all ads.
20 cents a word l -2 insertions, per insertion 
19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion 
18 cents a word 5-19 insertions, per insertion 
17 cents a word 20+ insertions, per insertion 
Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5 
Web Extras Vary
Thursday, February 11, 2010
Please schedule your ad carefully as we cannot offer refunds. 
Corrections must be noted by on the first day 
the ad appears in the newspaper.
Deadlines:
By noon Monday for Tuesday issue 
By noon Wednesday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
or e-mail alestleclassifieds@gmail.com 
Alestle Office Hours (MUC 2022):
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Mon-Fri
HELP WANTED
WE HAVE TWO 
DAUGHTERS, 2 1/2 and 6 1/2 
years old. I need an occasional 
afternoon sitter for my 2 1/2 year 
old. I also need a sitter for 
occasional evenings for both 
girls. Email
kmiU9@hotmail.com
TH E SIU C  M OTORCYCLE 
R ID ER  PROGRAM is looking 
for experienced motorcyclists to 
become instructors. Applicants 
must have a current M license 
and wiUing to be trained. CaU 
618-453-2877.
FOR SALE
EDWARDS VI LEE 
SCH O OLS, util: 23 sites on 25 
acres; 5 miles to Gov. Pky, 4 
miles to SIU ; .5 miles wooded 















Keith, Let God teach 
you how to Love me 
according to his word 
and our marriage will 




Happy 1 st Valentine’s Day. 
From Mommy Ash and Daddy Mel. 
Your are our Little Princess.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 
Inc. would like to wish a 
Happy Valentine to all the 
women on SIUE campus 
and a special valentine to 
the so so sweet ladies o f 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
fG p fA j V a le n tin e  5 -P ro m  
the Staff at the A lestle
The Olthxute ihDDiDg txperieDee
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Coupon expires March. 3 1 , 2010
*1 imit one free tan per customer
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j
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F irs t  Tan is  Always Free! SupreTaiT
